
Employment 2015
Occupation and socio-economic status

Wage and salary earners with families worked most as
professionals in 2015
According to Statistics Finland’s employment statistics, most wage and salary earners with
families were employed as professionals (338,000 persons) at the end of 2015, while wage and
salary earners without families mostly worked as service and sales workers (103,000). Compared
to wage and salary earners without families, relatively more wage and salary earners with families
worked as professionals, technicians and associate professionals and managers, and in the
armed forces.1)

Occupational structure of wage and salary earners with families and
without families in 2015

The difference in shares between persons with families and without families was biggest for professionals,
4.5 percentage points, and for technicians and associate professionals, 3.2 percentage points (Appendix
tables 1b and 1c).

A family is formed by married or cohabiting couples or those in registered partnerships and their children, by one of the parents
with their children and by married and cohabiting couples and registered partners without children. The child's age is not significant.
The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.

1)

Quoting is encouraged provided Statistics Finland is acknowledged as the source.Helsinki 20.10.2017

Population 2017



For wage and salary earners, the most typical occupational groups included in professionals were secondary
education teachers, early childhood educators, software developers, and mechanical engineers. Among
service and sales workers, the most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners were shop
sales assistants, social work assistants, childminders in kindergartens and other institutions, and building
caretakers. (Appendix tables 2–3.).

Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners included in professionals in 2015

Share of persons
without families, %

Share of persons with
families, %

Wage and salary earners
2015

Occupational group (AML 2010)

17.682.421,181233 Secondary education teachers1)

13.087.019,118
23411 Primary education teaching
professionals

14.785.318,9852342 Early childhood educators

26.074.018,2322512 Software developers

18.881.215,3922144 Mechanical engineers

19.680.4420,151Professionals total

Occupational group 233 Secondary education teachers total in industry General secondary education (TOL 2008: 8531).1)

Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners included in service and sales
workers in 2015

Share of persons
without families, %

Share of persons with
families, %

Wage and salary earners
in 2015

Occupational group (AML 2010)

25.874.299,3795223 Shop sales assistants

22.577.542,42353213 Social work assistants

17.482.628,335
53111 Childminders in kindergartens and other
institutions

27.672.423,8135153 Building caretakers

28.971.121,70551201 Cooks

24.775.3416,571Service and sales workers total

Most common occupational groups almost the same for wage and salary
earners with and without families
The groups of the ten most common occupational groups for wage and salary earners with and without
families differed from each other only in few cases like childminders in kindergartens and other institutions,
social instructors, house builders, and building caretakers (Appendix tables 4b and 4c).

The average age and median of wage and salary earners with families were 42 years. In turn, the average
age of wage and salary earners without children was 40 years and the median age was 38 years.
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Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners with
families in 2015

Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners
without families in 2015

Share of persons with families biggest in the occupational group of managers
The share of persons with families2) in wage and salary earners was nearly 90 per cent in many occupational
groups included in managers, such as manufacturing managers, managing directors and chief executives,
and retail and wholesale trade managers. The share of persons with families in occupational groups not
included in managers was the biggest for private childminders and public health nurses, 88 per cent.
(Appendix table 5a.).

Correspondingly, the share of persons without families3) in all wage and salary earners’ occupational
groups was not very high in any occupational group, but was at most under 50 per cent. The shares of
those without families were biggest among plasterers, around 50 per cent, among bartenders (45 per cent),
among announcers on radio, television and other media (43 per cent), and among croupiers and related
gaming workers (41 per cent). (Appendix table 5b.).

Of occupational groups with at least 150 persons.2)
Of occupational groups with at least 150 persons.3)
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In Statistics Finland's employment statistics for 2015, the occupations of wage and salary earners and
entrepreneurs aged 18 to 74 have been classified into occupational groups according to the Classification
of Occupations 2010. 4)5)

Occupation data are produced primarily based on a person's main employment in the last week of the year.4)
Data on occupation was unknown for around 3.8 per cent of all wage and salary earners, for around 3.5 per cent of all wage and
salary earners with families and for about 4.6 per cent of all wage and salary earners without families in 2015.

5)
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1a. Occupational structure of wage and salary earners aged 18 to 74 in 20151)

Share, %2)MenWomenWage and salary earnersOccupational group (AML 2010)

0.47,6963007,9960 Armed forces

3.242,40319,35861,7611 Managers

21.6195,751224,400420,1512 Professionals

19.6145,498236,808382,3063 Technicians and associate professionals

6.735,87995,096130,9754 Clerical support workers

21.4113,541303,030416,5715 Service and sales workers

0.910,6837,56318,2466 Skilled agricultural, forestry and fishery workers

9.8175,66115,453191,1147 Craft and related trades workers

8.7137,52632,105169,6318 Plant and machine operators, and assemblers

7.659,78587,386147,1719 Elementary occupations

100.0924,4231,021,4991,945,922Total

962,8061,059,7422,022,548Wage and salary earners total

38,38338,24376,626X Unknown

The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.1)

The share of wage and salary earners belonging to the occupational group in all wage and salary earners, excl. unknown.2)

Appendix table 1b. Occupational structure of wage and salary earners with families aged 18 to 74
in 20151)

Share, %2)MenWomenWage and salary earners with familiesOccupational group (AML 2010)

0.46,2802256,5050 Armed forces

3.637,72616,24253,9681 Managers

22.6155,554182,400337,9542 Professionals

20.4113,795190,711304,5063 Technicians and associate professionals

6.523,89173,05296,9434 Clerical support workers

21.079,505234,310313,8155 Service and sales workers

0.97,3785,60712,9856 Skilled agricultural, forestry and fishery workers

9.4128,25611,792140,0487 Craft and related trades workers

8.399,05124,680123,7318 Plant and machine operators, and assemblers

6.939,12563,939103,0649 Elementary occupations

100.0690,561802,9581,493,519Total

717,570830,7421,548,312Wage and salary earners with families

27,00927,78454,793X Unknown

A family is formed by married or cohabiting couples or those in registered partnerships and their children, by one of the parents
with their children and by married and cohabiting couples and registered partners without children. The child's age is not significant.
The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.

1)

The share of wage and salary earners with families belonging to the occupational group in all wage and salary earners with
families, excl. unknown.

2)
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Appendix table 1c. Occupational structure of wage and salary earners without families aged 18 to
74 in 20151)

Share, %2)MenWomenWage and salary earners without familiesOccupational group (AML 2010)

0.31,416751,4910 Armed forces

1.74,6773,1167,7931 Managers

18.240,19742,00082,1972 Professionals

17.231,70346,09777,8003 Technicians and associate professionals

7.511,98822,04434,0324 Clerical support workers

22.734,03668,720102,7565 Service and sales workers

1.23,3051,9565,2616 Skilled agricultural, forestry and fishery workers

11.347,4053,66151,0667 Craft and related trades workers

10.138,4757,42545,9008 Plant and machine operators, and assemblers

9.720,66023,44744,1079 Elementary occupations

100.0233,862218,541452,403Total

245,236229,000474,236Wage and salary earners without families

11,37410,45921,833X Unknown

A family is formed by married or cohabiting couples or those in registered partnerships and their children, by one of the parents
with their children and by married and cohabiting couples and registered partners without children. The child's age is not significant.
The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.

1)

The share of wage and salary earners with families belonging to the occupational group in all wage and salary earners with
families, excl. unknown.

2)

Appendix table 2a. Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners aged 18 to 74
included in the group of professionals in 20151)

Wage and salary earnersProfessionals (AML 2010)

MenWomenTotal

6,11115,10021,21123304 Other secondary education teaching professionals

4,39814,72019,11823411 Primary education teaching professionals

53518,45018,9852342 Early childhood educators

14,4163,81618,2322512 Software developers

14,1191,27315,3922144 Mechanical engineers

6,9768,34915,3252320 Vocational education teachers

5,4609,21114,6712422 Policy administration professionals

4,9799,57714,5562411 Accountants

6,4367,10513,5412431 Advertising and marketing professionals

9,7493,60713,3562511 Systems analysts

9,3401,78411,1242142 Civil engineers

9349,30010,23426351 Social workers, etc.

3,1645,2368,40022122 Specialists

6,1741,8828,0562149 Engineering professionals not elsewhere classified

7,2277047,9312151 Electrical engineers

2,5455,2097,75423592 Other teaching professionals

5,7291,8807,6092433 Technical and medical sales professionals (excluding ICT)

1,2276,2347,4612352 Special needs teachers

1,4985,7057,20323412 Primary education teaching professionals

2,3124,3186,6302211 Generalist medical practitioners

113,329133,460246,789Total

195,751224,400420,151Professionals total

The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.1)
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Appendix table 2b. Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners aged 18 to 74
with families included in the group of professionals in 20151)

Wage and salary earners with familiesProfessionals (AML 2010)

MenWomenTotal

4,90512,42417,32923304 Other secondary education teaching professionals

3,76212,86416,62623411 Primary education teaching professionals

42115,78016,2012342 Early childhood educators

10,4942,98913,4832512 Software developers

5,7946,89512,6892320 Vocational education teachers

11,4551,03612,4912144 Mechanical engineers

3,9317,70311,6342411 Accountants

4,3967,19511,5912422 Policy administration professionals

5,2715,74311,0142431 Advertising and marketing professionals

7,9692,89810,8672511 Systems analysts

7,7091,4289,1372142 Civil engineers

7267,6348,36026351 Social workers, etc

2,6184,3086,92622122 Specialists

5,1571,5486,7052149 Engineering professionals not elsewhere classified

4,8701,6066,4762433 Technical and medical sales professionals (excluding ICT)

1,0265,3566,3822352 Special needs teachers

5,7755776,3522151 Electrical engineers

1,1974,8005,99723412 Primary education teaching professionals

1,9113,9995,91023592 Other teaching professionals

1,7813,4975,2782211 Generalist medical practitioners

91,168110,280201,448Total

155,554182,400337,954Professionals total

A family is formed by married or cohabiting couples or those in registered partnerships and their children, by one of the parents
with their children and by married and cohabiting couples and registered partners without children. The child's age is not significant.
The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.

1)
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Appendix table 2c. Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners aged 18 to 74
without families included in the group of professionals in 20151)

Wage and salary earners without familiesProfessionals (AML 2010)

MenWomenTotal

3,9228274,7492512 Software developers

1,2062,6763,88223304 Other secondary education teaching professionals

1,0642,0163,0802422 Policy administration professionals

1,0481,8742,9222411 Accountants

2,6642372,9012144 Mechanical engineers

1142,6702,7842342 Early childhood educators

1,1821,4542,6362320 Vocational education teachers

1,1651,3622,5272431 Advertising and marketing professionals

6361,8562,49223411 Primary education teaching professionals

1,7807092,4892511 Systems analysts

1,6313561,9872142 Civil engineers

2081,6661,87426351 Social workers, etc.

6341,2101,84423592 Other teaching professionals

1,4521271,5792151 Electrical engineers

5469281,47422122 Specialists

8405411,3812652 Musicians, singers and composers

5318211,3522211 Generalist medical practitioners

1,0173341,3512149 Engineering professionals not elsewhere classified

3019051,20623412 Primary education teaching professionals

6934711,16423103 Assistants and part-time lecturers (university)

22,63423,04045,674Total

40,19742,00082,197Professionals total

A family is formed by married or cohabiting couples or those in registered partnerships and their children, by one of the parents
with their children and by married and cohabiting couples and registered partners without children. The child's age is not significant.
The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.

1)
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Appendix table 3a. Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners aged 18 to 74
included in the group of service and sales workers in 20151)

Wage and salary earnersService and sales workers (AML 2010)

MenWomenTotal

33,47765,90299,3795223 Shop sales assistants

3,23039,19342,42353213 Social work assistants

87427,46128,33553111 Childminders in kindergartens and other institutions

20,0183,79523,8135153 Building caretakers

7,08814,61721,70551201 Cooks

1,81219,52221,33453219 Other practical nurses

98018,81919,79953221 Household service workers

3,66710,16313,8305131 Waiters

2,85310,96313,81651202 Restaurant services supervisors and shift managers

4,4398,34012,7795222 Shop supervisors

1,73810,37812,1165230 Cashiers and ticket clerks

1,36410,02711,3915312 Teachers' aides

8,2362,49910,7355414 Security guards

1,8808,63810,5185246 Food service counter attendants

378,2358,27253112 Private childminders

9345,6376,57153212 Mental handicap nurses

2,7923,0595,8515244 Contact centre salespersons

525,1645,21653291 Dental assistants

8183,9674,78553222 Personal care workers, family carers, etc.

4,2531734,4265411 Fire-fighters

100,542276,552377,094Total

113,541303,030416,571Service and sales workers total

The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.1)
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Appendix table 3b. Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners aged 18 to 74
with families included in the group of service and sales workers in 20151)

Wage and salary earners with familiesService and sales workers (AML 2010)

MenWomenTotal

23,95349,77973,7325223 Shop sales assistants

2,16530,72932,89453213 Social work assistants

61622,77723,39353111 Childminders in kindergartens and other institutions

14,4732,77717,2505153 Building caretakers

1,23315,22116,45453219 Other practical nurses

61715,00315,62053221 Household service workers

4,32011,11615,43651201 Cooks

1,9958,64310,63851202 Restaurant services supervisors and shift managers

3,5686,89410,4625222 Shop supervisors

9138,5089,4215312 Teachers' aides

1,1077,7518,8585230 Cashiers and ticket clerks

2,0516,5938,6445131 Waiters

317,2607,29153112 Private childminders

1,1386,0097,1475246 Food service counter attendants

5,1921,5526,7445414 Security guards

6324,4265,05853212 Mental handicap nurses

264,2174,24353291 Dental assistants

1,7442,1713,9155244 Contact centre salespersons

3,5081413,6495411 Fire-fighters

3,0125553,5675412 Police officers

72,294212,122284,416Total

79,505234,310313,815Service and sales workers total

A family is formed by married or cohabiting couples or those in registered partnerships and their children, by one of the parents
with their children and by married and cohabiting couples and registered partners without children. The child's age is not significant.
The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.

1)
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Appendix table 3c. Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners aged 18 to 74
without families included in the group of service and sales workers in 20151)

Wage and salary earners without familiesService and sales workers (AML 2010)

MenWomenTotal

9,52416,12325,6475223 Shop sales assistants

1,0658,4649,52953213 Social work assistants

5,5451,0186,5635153 Building caretakers

2,7683,5016,26951201 Cooks

1,6163,5705,1865131 Waiters

2584,6844,94253111 Childminders in kindergartens and other institutions

5794,3014,88053219 Other practical nurses

3633,8164,17953221 Household service workers

3,0449473,9915414 Security guards

7422,6293,3715246 Food service counter attendants

6312,6273,2585230 Cashiers and ticket clerks

8582,3203,17851202 Restaurant services supervisors and shift managers

8711,4462,3175222 Shop supervisors

4511,5191,9705312 Teachers' aides

1,0488881,9365244 Contact centre salespersons

3021,2111,51353212 Mental handicap nurses

3089971,30553222 Personal care workers, family carers, etc.

659199845141 Hairdressers

697598153112 Private childminders

2694797353291 Dental assistants

30,07062,90292,972Total

34,03668,720102,756Service and sales workers total

A family is formed by married or cohabiting couples or those in registered partnerships and their children, by one of the parents
with their children and by married and cohabiting couples and registered partners without children. The child's age is not significant.
The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.

1)
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Appendix table 4a. Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners aged 18 to 74
by sex and age in 20151)

Share of
persons aged
over 50, %

Share of
persons aged
36 to 50, %

Share of
persons aged
under 36, %

MenWomenTotalOccupational group (AML 2010)

17.426.356.333,47765,90299,3795223 Shop sales assistants

26.341.332.44,86452,82557,68932211 Nurses

36.828.234.97,40635,18642,59291121 Office cleaners, etc.

31.830.437.83,23039,19342,42353213 Social work assistants

27.945.326.822,64014,30736,9473322 Commercial sales representatives

38.835.226.04,04530,55934,6044120 Secretaries (general)

17.328.254.526,5536,27232,8259333 Freight handlers

24.433.342.330,7961,44932,2458332 Heavy truck and lorry drivers

28.837.134.287427,46128,335
53111 Childminders in kindergartens
and other institutions

25.939.135.04,86922,09826,96734121 Social instructors

44.129.726.220,0183,79523,8135153 Building caretakers

19.329.151.621,0791,26922,3487111 House builders

24.527.647.97,08814,61721,70551201 Cooks

37.028.035.01,81219,52221,33453219 Other practical nurses

29.945.125.06,11115,10021,211
23304 Other secondary education
teaching professionals

37.335.627.02,84517,14719,992
3313 Accounting associate
professionals

37.930.032.198018,81919,79953221 Household service workers

27.847.824.44,39814,72019,118
23411 Primary education teaching
professionals

27.041.731.353518,45018,9852342 Early childhood educators

21.429.049.617,96967418,643
7231 Motor vehicle mechanics and
repairers

27.733.638.6221,589419,365640,954Total

29.235.135.7962,8061,059,7422,022,548Wage and salary earners total

21.627.051.438,38338,24376,626Unknown total

The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.1)
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Appendix table 4b. Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners aged 18 to 74
with families by sex and age in 20151)

Share of
persons aged
over 50, %

Share of
persons aged 36
to 50, %

Share of
persons aged
under 36, %

MenWomenTotalOccupational group (AML 2010)

17.830.152.123,95349,77973,7325223 Shop sales assistants

24.244.931.03,71543,53347,24832211 Nurses

29.933.936.22,16530,72932,89453213 Social work assistants

27.947.824.318,55611,60530,1613322 Commercial sales representatives

36.031.732.34,04225,44829,49091121 Office cleaners, etc.

37.538.823.72,76824,12126,8894120 Secretaries (general)

27.640.731.661622,77723,393
53111 Childminders in kindergartens
and other institutions

25.034.440.722,0831,08823,1718332 Heavy truck and lorry drivers

18.229.752.117,9054,65022,5559333 Freight handlers

24.442.333.33,54217,87221,41434121 Social instructors

28.548.223.34,90512,42417,329
23304 Other secondary education
teaching professionals

45.131.323.714,4732,77717,2505153 Building caretakers

26.850.422.83,76212,86416,626
23411 Primary education teaching
professionals

35.431.433.21,23315,22116,45453219 Other practical nurses

25.844.829.442115,78016,2012342 Early childhood educators

35.238.826.12,03113,80115,8323313 Accounting associate professionals

35.333.631.161715,00315,62053221 Household service workers

20.129.650.314,48598515,4707111 House builders

25.430.644.04,32011,11615,43651201 Cooks

21.830.247.913,56450114,065
7231 Motor vehicle mechanics and
repairers

27.236.935.9159,156332,074491,230Total

29.038.232.7717,570830,7421,548,312
Wage and salary earners with families
total

22.330.647.127,00927,78454,793Unknown total

A family is formed by married or cohabiting couples or those in registered partnerships and their children, by one of the parents
with their children and by married and cohabiting couples and registered partners without children. The child's age is not significant.
The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.

1)
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Appendix table 4c. Most common occupational groups of wage and salary earners aged 18 to 74
without families by sex and age in 20151)

Share of persons
aged over 50, %

Share of persons
aged 36 to 50, %

Share of persons
aged under 36,
%

MenWomenTotalOccupational group (AML 2010)

16.115.668.39,52416,12325,6475223 Shop sales assistants

38.620.640.83,3649,73813,10291121 Office cleaners, etc.

35.825.438.91,1499,29210,44132211 Nurses

15.425.059.68,6481,62210,2709333 Freight handlers

38.218.343.51,0658,4649,52953213 Social work assistants

23.130.546.48,7133619,0748332 Heavy truck and lorry drivers

43.522.534.01,2776,4387,7154120 Secretaries (general)

17.627.854.66,5942846,8787111 House builders

28.134.237.74,0842,7026,7863322 Commercial sales representatives

41.625.632.85,5451,0186,5635153 Building caretakers

22.520.157.42,7683,5016,26951201 Cooks

31.626.741.71,3274,2265,55334121 Social instructors

13.115.771.21,6163,5705,1865131 Waiters

47.614.837.67994,2545,05391123 Hospital and institutional helpers

34.219.646.22584,6844,942
53111 Childminders in kindergartens
and other institutions

42.416.541.15794,3014,88053219 Other practical nurses

16.435.947.73,9228274,7492512 Software developers

20.125.454.54,4051734,578
7231 Motor vehicle mechanics and
repairers

31.817.450.91,1443,4264,5709412 Kitchen helpers

47.516.436.13633,8164,17953221 Household service workers

28.622.149.367,14488,820155,964Total

29.625.145.3245,236229,000474,236
Wage and salary earners without
families total

19.817.962.411,37410,45921,833Unknown total

A family is formed by married or cohabiting couples or those in registered partnerships and their children, by one of the parents
with their children and by married and cohabiting couples and registered partners without children. The child's age is not significant.
The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010.

1)
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Appendix table 5a. Biggest shares of wage and salary earners with families of all wage and salary
earners aged 18 to 74 in the occupational group in 2015, %1)

Share, %Wage and salary earners
with families

Wage and salary
earners

Occupational group (AML 2010)

89.96,6737,4261321 Manufacturing managers

89.22,2392,5091120 Managing directors and chief executives

89.13,2663,6671420 Retail and wholesale trade managers

88.82,9363,3061323 Construction managers

88.73,6604,1271223 Research and development managers

88.54,7205,3351221 Sales and marketing managers

88.51,5811,7871324 Supply, distribution and related managers

88.42,6703,0211346 Financial and insurance services branch managers

88.24,0284,566
1330 Information and communications technology service
managers

88.17,2918,27253112 Private childminders

87.88,2099,34832212 Public health nurses

87.83524013315 Valuers and loss assessors

87.23,1693,6351345 Education managers

87.12232561343 Aged care services managers

87.12,7953,209
1219 Business services and administration managers not
elsewhere classified

A family is formed by married or cohabiting couples or those in registered partnerships and their children, by one of the parents
with their children and by married and cohabiting couples and registered partners without children. The child's age is not significant.
The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010

1)

Appendix table 5b. Biggest shares of wage and salary earners without families of all wage and
salary earners aged 18 to 74 in the occupational group in 2015, %1)

Share, %Wage and salary earners
without families

Wage and salary earnersOccupational group (AML 2010)

49.51653337123 Plasterers

44.53106965132 Bartenders

43.21052432656 Announcers on radio, television and other media

40.93047434212 Bookmakers, croupiers and related gaming workers

40.9922255249 Sales workers not elsewhere classified

40.22967375113 Travel guides

39.21,1642,96823103 Assistants and part-time lecturers (university)

38.7872255211 Stall and market salespersons

38.01393669622 Odd job persons

37.55,18613,8305131 Waiters

37.41734632653 Dancers and choreographers

37.2872344132 Data entry clerks

37.23,99110,7355414 Security guards

36.7441209613 Sweepers and related labourers

36.5381048132 Photographic products machine operators

A family is formed by married or cohabiting couples or those in registered partnerships and their children, by one of the parents
with their children and by married and cohabiting couples and registered partners without children. The child's age is not significant.
The occupational groups are in accordance with the Classification of Occupations 2010

1)
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